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In this study, a K-means clustering (KMC) method was used to identify the paths
of the Northeast China (NEC) Cold Vortex (NCCV). The NCCV was divided into four
types according to the identified active paths: (1) Eastward movement type (EM);
(2) Southeastward long-distance movement type (SLM); (3) Eastward short-distance
movement type (ESM); and (4) Southward short-distance movement type (SSM).
The characteristics of the four types of the NCCV, along with their impacts on the
precipitation during early summer in NEC, were studied. The results showed that
the KMC method can effectively divide the NCCV events into four different types.
The maintaining days of these four types of the NCCV were found to have obvious
interannual and interdecadal variation features. For example, the maintaining days of the
EM and ESM types were mainly characterized by interannual variability, while the SLM
and SSM types have the obvious 10–13a interdecadal variation along with interannual
variability. In terms of the spatial distributions and impacts on precipitation, the EM type
was found to appear in the majority of the areas located in NEC, the SLM type mainly
occurred in the northwestern region of NEC and the highest rain center was located in
the south-central portion, while the ESM type and SSM type were observed precipitation
only appear in a small portion of the northeastern region. In addition, it is also observed
the distribution of the sea-surface temperature (SST) anomalies had close relationship
with the formation of these four types of the NCCV. The tripole distributions of the SST
anomalies in the Atlantic Ocean corresponded to the EM type of the NCCV, the positive
anomalies of SST in the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean and negative anomalies in
the western equatorial Pacific corresponded to the SLM type, the positive SSTs in the
Northwest Pacific correspond to the ESM type, while negative anomalies SST in the
western equatorial Pacific Ocean corresponded to the SSM type of the NCCV.
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INTRODUCTION

Northeast China (NEC) located in the middle and high latitude
areas of Northeast Asia, which includes Heilongjiang Province,
Jilin Province, Liaoning Province, and the eastern portion of
the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. The total area of
NEC accounts for 13% of the entire country. The region is
characterized by mountains and water bodies, as well as vast
expanses of fertile land. NEC is considered to be an important
commodity grain base, animal husbandry base, forestry base,
and heavy industry base in China. The Northeastern China
Cold Vortex (NCCV) is a special and important weather system
which impacts the region. As an important cutoff low-pressure
system affecting NEC, its activities are also key factors involved
in the flood, drought, and low-temperature damages which may
occur (Sun and An, 2001; Sun et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2007).
The NCCV not only has major impacts on the weather and
climate conditions in NEC, but its peripheral activities are also
of major significance for the weather and climate conditions in
eastern China and even Eastern Asia (Sun, 1997; Liu et al., 2002;
Lian et al., 2016).

The NCCV can potentially appear during any season, and the
activities of the NCCV change significantly among the seasons.
Generally speaking, the NCCV system is more active during
the summer months, with the most frequent activities of the
NCCV occurring in June. Its activities are characterized by mass
occurrences and persistence (Zhang and Li, 2009; Shen et al.,
2011). The statistical data collected by Liu et al. (2015) revealed
that from May to August, the NCCV activities have obvious
spatial distribution characteristics, and the main active areas
tend to be concentrated in the region of 121 to 131◦E, 48 to
53◦N. In addition, the previous research results have indicated
that under the control of the persistent NCCV in local regions
of NEC, the localized precipitation tend to be high in the
spring and summer seasons (Hu et al., 2011). In addition, Ding
et al. (2019) pointed out that the weak NCCV is one of the
reasons for the unusually high summer temperature in China
in 2018. Lian et al. (2010) and Liu et al. (2017) proposed that
NCCV precipitation has also has significant “cumulative effects,”
which are generally reflected in the distribution characteristics
of the precipitation anomalies in NEC during the early summer
months. In addition, there has been found to be a significant
positive correlation between the intensity levels of the NCCV
during the summer and the precipitation levels in the Huaihe
River Basin during the same periods (Li et al., 2015). Combined
with the close relationship between the NCCV and precipitation
in China, meteorologists have also carried out extended research
and development of summer climate prediction methods (Feng
et al., 2001; Fan and Wang, 2010; Gong et al., 2014; Liu and
Ren, 2015; Ren et al., 2019). Zhao et al. (2015) found that the
dynamical-statistical combining principle can more accurately
grasp the summer NCCV trend, providing a strong diagnosis
basis for precipitation prediction.

Liang et al. (2009) found through statistical examinations
that the spatial distributions of the NCCV are quite different
during different seasons. For example, during the early spring
(April), the NCCV concentration areas are generally in the north

portion of the NEC, which is located at approximately 52◦N.
However, at the end of the spring season and the beginning of
the summer season, the high-frequency areas of NCCV activities
will potentially reach the southernmost point of the region, or
at approximately 43◦N. Fang et al. (2020) found that there is
a significant relationship between the interannual anomalies of
the south-north positions of the NCCV and the Sea Surface
Temperatures (SSTs) During the Early Summer Periods. Liu et al.
(2015) found through in-depth analysis of the NCCV activities
that there were obvious spatial distribution characteristics for
the NCCV from May to August. The concentration areas of
longitude circle activity ranged between 121 and 131◦E, and the
concentration areas of parallel circle activity ranged between 48
and 53◦N. Xie and Bueh (2015) got meaningful conclusions on
the research of the classification of circulation patterns. From the
perspective of research progress to date, there has few studies on
the effective classification of the activity range of the NCCV, and
the relevant research on its influencing effects and mechanism
require further investigation.

The previous studies have generally focused on the climate
impacts of all the NCCV processes (Yang et al., 2012; Xie and
Buhe, 2016). However, due to the obvious differences in the
causes and variation characteristics of the NCCV, as well as its
different impacts on climatic conditions in different regions of
NEC during early summer, this study considered that the current
findings were not enough to meet the urgent need for refined
climate predictions in NEC if the NCCV was studied only as a
whole. Therefore, this study carried out a classified study based
on the characteristics of the activity paths of the NCCV, and then
analyzed the climatologic characteristics of the different paths
of the NCCV and their impacts on the precipitation in NEC
during early summer. The goal of this study was to further the
understanding of the causes of the NCCV, as well as potentially
providing important references for the cause diagnoses and
refined predictions of the NCCV anomalies.

DATA AND METHOD

This study’s investigations were mainly based on (1) The daily
precipitation observation data of 245 stations in NEC from
June of 1979 to June of 2018, which were provided by the
National Meteorological Information Center. (2) NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis dataset, variables are monthly mean wind field and
geopotential height, the grid resolution is 2.5◦ × 2.5◦. (3) Sea
surface temperature (SST) data from Hadley Centre, the grid
resolution is 1◦ × 1◦, This study classified the NCCV activity
paths during the early summer months in NEC by adopting a
K-means clustering method (K-Means, KM) (Fang et al., 2020).
We use wavelet analysis, correlation analysis and significance
testing in this study. The timeframe of study selected in this
investigation ranged from June of 1979 to June of 2018.

K-Means Clustering Method (K-Means,
KM)
K-means clustering originated from the field of signal processing
and belongs to the category of unsupervised clustering in
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machine learning clustering analysis methods. The Euclidean
distance is used to measure the similarity between samples, and
data clustering is performed according to the degree of similarity.
These methods are widely used in many fields due to their
intuitive and fast characteristics (Fang et al., 2021).

The definition of the NCCV index: The absolute values of the
field anomaly calculations of the lowest potential height fields in
the inner circles of the NCCV occurrence days from June of 1979
to June of 2018. The adopted index calculation method was not
only able to accurately reflect the number of cold vortex days, but
also represented the intensities of cold vortex centers. At the same
time, the cold vortex weather processes within the NEC region
were transformed into a climate time scale.

Screening of the NCCV Parameters
The objective identification data of the NCCV processes during
the early summer months in the study area were collected,
including the duration times, longitudes, latitudes, geopotential
heights of the NCCV centers, NCCV radii, and so on. The NCCV
processes were screened by the factors of the occurrence times
and durations of the NCCV. In the present study, the occurrence
time condition of the NCCV was that the process contained
at least one record in June, and the duration condition of the
NCCV was that the total duration of the process was 72 h in
length. The screened NCCV processes were then used as the
research samples.

Calculations of the Path Description Parameters of
the NCCV Samples
The longitudes and latitudes (source information), radial
variances, zonal variances, meridional mean values, latitudinal
mean values, diagonal variances (moving directions and distances
of the NCCV), and the longitude and latitude of the
NCCV process tracks within the geographical range of NEC
(relationships between tracks and the geographical locations
of NEC) were calculated, respectively. The aforementioned
parameters were preliminarily used to describe the activity paths

of the NCCV. In addition, other parameters which could be
utilized to characterize the properties of the NCCV were also
added according to the actual needs of the investigation. The
formula was as follows:

X =
∑n

i=1 xi
n

(1)

Y =
∑n

i=1 yi
n

(2)

Var(x) =
∑n

i=1(xi − X)2

n
(3)

Var(y) =
∑n

i=1(yi − Y)2

n
(4)

Var(xy) =
∑n

i=1(xi − X)(yi − Y)

n
(5)

Where xi and yi represent the longitude and latitude at time i
on the NCCV paths, and n indicates the times of the positioning.

Objective Classifications of the NCCV Paths
Prior to using the KMC method to classify the NCCV activity
paths, the values of the number of classifications K were first
determined. Then, taking the path parameters obtained in Step
2 as the data set, combined with relevant research findings
and expert opinions, the 2–7 initial classification numbers were
preliminarily determined in this study in order to calculate the
silhouette coefficients corresponding to 2–7 initial classification
numbers, respectively. It was found that the closer the silhouette
coefficient was to 1, the more reasonable the classification
number. Therefore, the optimal classification numbers could be
determined. This study’s flow chart of KMC method was as
Figure 1:

Since KMC clustering methods cannot determine the number
of classifications independently, this study set the number of

1979-2018 NCCV data

Project research sample

NCCV occurrence time

NCCV duration

Dimension mean

Mean of longitude

Dimension variance

Longitude variance

Diagonal variance

Number of classifications
Calculation of

silhouette

coefficient

NCCV classification data

K-Means clustering algorithm

FIGURE 1 | Flow chart of the K-means clustering method for the NCCV path classifications.
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clusters as integers between 2 and 9, and then compared the
Silhouette Coefficients of the different clustering results. The
Silhouette Coefficient is calculated by the dissimilarity degree
between inside and outside of the cluster, and its value is between
−1 and 1. The closer the value is to 1, the better the classification
result is. Because it can show the cohesion and separation
of clustering results, the Silhouette Coefficients are important
parameters used to measure the clustering effects. The larger
the Silhouette Coefficient, the better the classification effects
(Wang et al., 2018).

Wavelet Analysis
Wavelet analysis is an important tool for periodic analysis
processes (Lau and Weng, 1995; Torrence and Compo, 1998).
The most commonly used methods in Morlet wavelet analysis
processes are non-orthogonal wavelet methods. The general
mathematical form of that method is as follows:

ϕ(t) = e−jω0te
1
2 t2

(6)

Where ω0 represents the center frequency of a wavelet. Its
Fourier Transform can be written as follows:

φ(ω) =
√

2πe
−

1
2 (ω−ω0)

2
(7)

Morlet wavelets are a type of single frequency complex
sinusoidal modulated Gaussian wave, and are also considered

to be common complex valued wavelets. Their time-frequency
domains have good locality.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
VARIOUS TYPES OF NCCV IN NEC

Activity Characteristics of Various NCCV
Types in NEC
It was found that from the early summer months of 1979 to the
early summer months of 2018, there were 97 NCCV processes
which had effects in NEC. A total of 588 NCCV occurrence
days were identified, with an average duration of 5.8 days. In the
present study, based on a KMC method, the aforesaid 97 NCCV
processes were divided into four categories according to the
similarities and differences of their main evolution paths (Fang
et al., 2021). Figure 2 shows the spatial distributions of the activity
path classifications of the NCCV in early summer. Among those,
as can be seen in the figure, the Eastward movement type (EM)
mainly occurred in the west, at the borders between eastern
Inner Mongolia and Mongolia and Russia. The majority then
disappeared near the Japanese Sea, with an activity scope covering
the entire northeastern region. The southeastward long-distance
movement type (SLM) mainly occurred in Baikal Lake area
and its northwestern region, with the majority disappearing
into the eastern part of Inner Mongolia and dying out. The

FIGURE 2 | Spatial distributions of the NCCV with four types of paths: (A) EM type; (B) SLM type; (C) ESM type; (D) SSM type.
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activity range was found to be concentrated in the eastern
section of Inner Mongolia and northeastern Mongolia. The
eastward short-distance movement type (ESM) was found to be
mainly generated in the northeastern section of Mongolia, and
then disappeared into the northern region of the northwestern
and northeastern Mongolia, with an activity scope covering
the northwestern section of the study region. The southward
short-distance movement type (SSM) mainly generated and
disappeared in the northeastern section of the study area, with
the activity range was found to be limited to the northeastern
portion of the region. In the present study, from the perspective
of the influencing effects of the NCCV, it was believed that
the EM type may have affected the entirety of NEC. The SLM
type had potentially mainly affected the central and northern
areas of NEC, as well as the northwestern areas in particular.
The ESM and SSM type were found to have little influence in
NEC, with affects observed only in some parts of the northern
areas of the NEC.

The activity characteristics of the four types of the
NCCV are detailed in Table 1. The EM type NCCV was
found to have the highest frequency of occurrence, as
well as the longest duration times. It was identified for a
total 23 occurrences, which accounted for 31.6% of the
total frequency of occurrences during the early summer
seasons. The average duration was 9.8 days. The SLM
type NCCV had the lowest frequency of occurrence,
accounting for 19.2% of the total frequency during the
early summer months in the study area. In addition, the
SSM type NCCV had the shortest duration, with an average
duration of 5.8 days.

It was found that according to the wavelet analysis spectrum
for the durations of the four types of NCCV from June of 1979
to June of 2018 (Figure 3), the number of days of the EM type
NCCV mainly averaged 4 to 8a prior to 2010, and a significant
power spectrum was concentrated in 3 to 5a frequency band after
2010. In addition to the significant 2 to 3a period before and
after the 2010s, there was also a significant interdecadal variation
period observed for the SLM type NCCV. The interdecadal
variation characteristics were 8 to 12a before 2000 and 10 to 14a
after 2000. Then, after 2010, the ESM type NCCV displayed the
interannual variation characteristics of 2 to 3a periods. The SSM
type NCCV had interannual variations of 4 to 6a periods prior
to 2000 and 10 to 14a interdecadal variations after 2000, with 2
to 3a significant periods observed around 2010. Therefore, the

TABLE 1 | Statistical characteristics of the four types of NCCV activities for the
period ranging from June of 1979 to June of 2018.

Type of NCCV Frequency Number of
NCCV days

Average
duration of

NCCV/(days)

Proportion of
frequency (%)

All types 73 558 7.6 100

EM type 23 225 9.8 31.5

SLM type 14 112 8.0 19.2

ESM type 17 110 6.1 23.3

SSM type 19 111 5.8 26.0

number of process days of the EM and ESM type NCCV were
also characterized by the interdecadal variations of 10 to 13a as
well as interannual periods.

Spatial Distributions of Duration Days of
NCCV
Figure 4 details the spatial distributions of the number of
occurrence days of the northeastern NCCV during the period
ranging from June of 1979 to June of 2018. The EM type NCCV
was observed to appear in the majority of the areas in NEC,
and the high value areas of the number of duration days were
mainly distributed in the central and southern sections of the
region. The number of duration days reached the highest value
at the junction of Liaoning and Jilin. Fang et al. (2020) found
that when the SLM type NCCV occurred, the consistent results
were that the temperature levels in NEC were relatively low. The
high value areas of the number of duration days of the SLM and
ESM type NCCV were consistently located in the northwestern
sections of the region. It was found that when compared with
the SLM type NCCV, the ESM type NCCV had a smaller scope
of activity. In addition, the latter type only appeared in a small
scope in NEC. The high value areas of the number of duration
days of the SSM type NCCV were generally more eastward
and northward than those of the other types. Therefore, the
distributions of the number of duration days of the NCCV with
different paths further indicated the activity scopes of the four
types of NCCV, as well as the differences and relationships among
the activity intensities.

INFLUENCING EFFECTS OF THE NCCV
ON THE PRECIPITATION IN THE STUDY
AREA

Distribution Patterns of the Precipitation
The influencing factors of terrestrial precipitation are numerous
(Li, 2020). The main influencing factors of the precipitation
during the early summer months (May to June) in NEC have
been determined to be the effects of the NCCV (Shen et al.,
2011). Gao and Gao (2018) analyzed the influencing effects of
the NCCV on the summer precipitation levels in NEC in 2013
and pointed out that the NCCV played a major role in the
abnormally high precipitation levels during that period of time.
It has been found that from the perspective of interdecadal
differences, some studies have theorized that the interdecadal
variations of the NCCV could be considered as being closely
related to the interdecadal variations of the summer precipitation
patterns in NEC (Han et al., 2015).

In the present study, by synthesizing the precipitation data
during the maintenance period (June of 1979 to June of 2018)
of the various types of NCCV, it could be concluded that
the overall precipitation pattern of the NCCV displayed the
distribution characteristics of “more in the east and less in the
west.” The characteristics of the precipitation during the process
of the eastward moving NCCV were found to be similar to the
distribution characteristics of the overall NCCV precipitation, in
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FIGURE 3 | The wavelet analysis spectrogram of the four types of NCCV during 1979–2018: (A) EM type; (B) SLM type; (C) ESM type; (D) SSM type.

that they also displayed the distribution characteristics of “more
in the east and less in the west.” However, the characteristics
of the precipitation during the process of the SLM type NCCV
revealed the meridional distribution characteristics of “more in
the center and less in the east and west.” In addition, it was
found that the characteristics of the precipitation during the
eastward short-range NCCV type process showed the meridional
distribution characteristics of “more in the north and less in the
south.” These findings were observed to be consistent with the
synthetic analysis results of Fang et al. (2020).

In the present research investigation, in order to further
analyze the impacts of the NCCV with four types of paths on
the precipitation patterns in NEC, the correlations between the
four types of the NCCV indexes and the precipitation patterns
during the maintenance period of various types of NCCV in
early summer months from 1979 to 2018 were calculated. Due
to the short length of data, the correlation results are mainly
reflect interannual characteristics. The results are presented in
Figure 5. It can be seen in the figure that there were significant
differences in the influence ranges of the four types of the NCCV
on the precipitation patterns in NEC. For example, when the
EM type NCCV occurred, the range of the NCCV activity was
mainly distributed in the central to southern areas of NEC.
Overall, the central to the eastern sections of the NEC had more
precipitation, as well as the rainy central areas located in the
eastern portion of the region. It was observed that when the
SLM type NCCV occurred, the high value areas of the number

of the NCCV days were located in the northwestern section
of NEC. Meanwhile, the central part of the region had more
precipitation, and the rainy central area was located in the center
of the southern section of the region. This was found to be
consistent with the precipitation synthesis results of the four
types of the NCCV. In addition, when the ESM type NCCV
occurred, the activity scope of the NCCV was small in NEC,
and there was a weak correlation observed between the NCCV
indexes and the precipitation patterns of the region. However,
when the SSM NCCV type occurred, the activity scope of the
NCCV was found to be mainly in the northeastern section of
the region, with more precipitation occurring in the south. From
the above-mentioned data, it was concluded that the precipitation
in NEC was obviously greater during the maintenance period of
the four types of the NCCV, and there were consistent differences
in the ranges of the precipitation. These distribution differences
were found to have good corresponding relationships with the
precipitation synthesis distributions and the activity ranges of the
different types of NCCV.

Interannual Variation Characteristics of
the Number of Precipitation Days
The days with daily precipitation of 0.1 mm and above were
defined as the effective precipitation days. Figure 6 shows the
interannual variation sequences of the number of days in which
rainstorms (daily precipitation greater than or equal to 50 mm);
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FIGURE 4 | Spatial distributions of duration days of the NCCV during 1979–2018 (unit: day): (A) EM type; (B) SLM type; (C) ESM type; (D) SSM type.

heavy rain (daily precipitation of 25 to 50 mm); moderate rain
(daily precipitation of 10 to 25 mm); and light rain (daily
precipitation of 0.1 to 10 mm) occurred during the maintenance
period of the NCCV types (1 to 4) in the early summer months
of the period ranging from 1979 to 2018. In order to filter
out the interdecadal characteristics of more than 8 years, a 9-
year moving average was determined for the sequences of the
number of precipitation days at various orders of magnitude
during the maintenance period of the four NCCV types. The
filtered data were observed to exhibit many typical interannual
variability characteristics. For example, it could be seen that
there were significant interannual variation characteristics in
the sequences of the number of precipitation days at various
orders of magnitude during the maintenance period of the
four NCCV types, and the interannual variation trends of the
number of precipitation days at various orders of magnitude were
found to be generally consistent. Among those, the number of
precipitation days at various orders of magnitude was found to be
the highest during the maintenance period of the EM type NCCV.
This was followed by the number of precipitation days during
the maintenance period of the SLM type NCCV. In addition,
it was determined that the number of precipitation days at the
various orders of magnitude was the least during the maintenance
period of the EM type NCCV. Also, there were observed to
be good correspondence relationships between the number of
precipitation days corresponding to the four NCCV types and
their corresponding activity ranges. That is to say, the EM type

NCCV had the widest activity range in NEC and had caused
the highest number of precipitation days at the various orders
of magnitude. Meanwhile, only a small portion of the ESM type
NCCV had passed through the northern part of the NEC, which
resulted in the least number of precipitation days at the various
orders of magnitude in NEC.

During the maintenance period of the EM and southeast
long-distance movement NCCV types, the interannual growth
trends of the number of precipitation days at the various orders
of magnitude were not obvious. It was found that during the
maintenance period of the ESM type NCCV, the precipitation at
the various orders of magnitude had displayed a certain growth
trend. In particular, a growth trend of light rain days was the
most obvious, while the growth trend of heavy rain days had
been the weakest. During the maintenance period of the SSM
type NCCV, there was a certain decreasing trend observed in the
precipitation at various orders of magnitude, with the exception
of the occurrences of heavy rain events. A decreasing trend in the
light rain days was the most obvious, and the decreasing trend of
rainstorm days was observed to be the weakest.

Spatial Distributions of the Precipitation
Occurrence Days
The distributions of the number of precipitation days at
various orders of magnitude generated by the NCCV types with
different paths were also found to differ. Figures 7–9 show the
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FIGURE 5 | Distribution of the correlation coefficients between the NCCV index and precipitation anomalies in NEC during all the NCCV maintaining days ranging
from 1978 to 2018: (A) EM type; (B) SLM type; (C) ESM type; (D) SSM type. In the figure, the dotted areas indicate the areas passed the 95% significance test.

distributions of the number of precipitation days at various
orders of magnitude during the maintenance period of the four
NCCV types for the period ranging from June of 1979 to June of
2018. It can be seen in the figures that the main differences in the
precipitation of four NCCV types were reflected in the number
of light rain days and moderate rain days. It was determined
that during the maintenance period of the EM type NCCV,
the number of light rain and moderate rain days was higher
in the southeast section of the NEC. In addition, during the
maintenance period of the SLM type NCCV, the number of days
in which light rain and moderate rain occurred was consistent in
the majority of the areas of NEC, and especially in northwestern
China. During the maintenance period of the ESM type NCCV,
the days in which light rain and moderate rain had occurred
were greater in the northwestern and eastern sections of the
NEC. During the maintenance period of the SSM type NCCV,
the number of days of light rain and moderate rain were greater

in the northeastern area of the region. These findings were
found to correspond well with the activity paths of the four
types of the NCCV.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE FOUR
NCCV TYPES AND THE SST

Fang et al. (2021) completed a great deal of relevant research
regarding the analysis of the circulation characteristics
corresponding to the four types of the NCCV. It was found
that there were obvious differences in the atmospheric
circulation configurations of the NCCV with four types of
paths when the origins of the generations were considered.
For example, it was found that they were consistent
with the activity paths of the NCCV. The circulation
configurations of the total days, as well as the peak value
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FIGURE 6 | Interannual variation sequences of the precipitation anomalies at various magnitude levels for these four types of NCCV events ranging from 1979 to
2018 (unit: mm): (A,E,I,M) Rainstorms; (B,F,J,M) Heavy rain; (C,G,K,O) Moderate rain; (D,H,L,P) Light rain.

days, of the NCCV processes with four types of paths
were also observed to match well with the NCCV activity
paths. This study focused on the analysis of the correlation
relationships between the four types of NCCV processes and
the previous SSTs.

Figure 8 shows the distributions of correlation coefficients
between the NCCV indexes from 1979 to the early summer
of 2018, along with the SST anomalies during the early period
(March to May). It can be seen in the figure that there were
major differences in the distribution patterns of SST anomalies

during the early period which corresponded to the four types
of NCCV. For example, when there were abnormally more EM
and SSM type NCCV during the early summer months, the SSTs
in the Equatorial Central Pacific Ocean had also been higher
during the early spring months, which were reflected by the CP
type ENSO SST distribution characteristics. However, when there
were abnormally more SLM type NCCV during the early summer
months, it was observed that the SSTs in the Equatorial Pacific
Ocean during the early spring months had displayed the EP type
ENSO sea surface distribution characteristics of “higher in the
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FIGURE 7 | Spatial distribution of the raining days corresponding to various precipitation levels during the NCCV maintaining days ranging from 1979 to 2018 (unit:
day): (A,E,I,M) Rainstorms; (B,F,J,M) Heavy rain; (C,G,K,O) Moderate rain; (D,H,L,P) Light rain.

east and lower in the west,” and the positive anomaly center was
located in the Equatorial Eastern Pacific Ocean.

There were also significant differences observed in the SSTs
over the Atlantic Ocean region. For example, when there were
abnormally more EM, ESM, and SSM type NCCV observed, the
North Atlantic Ocean had presented a negative-positive-negative
distribution characteristics of a “tri-pole” during the early spring
months. Meanwhile, the SST anomalies in the North Atlantic
Ocean during the early spring months were not significant when
there was more SSM type NCCV.

This study found that the SSTs of the Indian Ocean showed the
distribution characteristics of “positive in the west and negative
in the east” of the Indian Ocean positive dipole when the EM
type NCCV occurred. However, when the SLM and SSM type

NCCV occurred, it was found that the Indian Ocean had large-
scaled positive SST anomalies. In particular, the anomalies were
more obvious when the SLM type NCCV occurred. Also, when
the ESM type NCCV occurred, the Indian Ocean was found to
have large-scaled negative SST anomalies.

Fang et al. (2018) carried out diagnostic analysis and
numerical simulation processes in order to determine the causes
of the precipitation anomalies in NEC during early summer
months. It was pointed out that the anomalies in the SST tri-
pole of the North Atlantic Ocean, along with the SSTs of the
Kuroshio area, had resulted in anomalies of the high pressure
circulation system due to the blocking of the upstream and
downstream NCCV. It was theorized that this blockage affected
the NCCV precipitation during the early summer months in
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FIGURE 8 | Spatial distribution of the correlation coefficients between the summer NCCV indexes and the proceeding spring SST anomalies during 1979–2018.
(A) EM type; (B) SLM type; (C) ESM type; (D) SSM type. Dotted areas indicate the 99% confidence level.

FIGURE 9 | Spatial distribution of regression coefficients of early winter 500 hPa height (contour) and 850 hPa wind (vectors) anomalies against the key area SST
indices corresponding to the four types of the NCCV during 1979–2018. (A) EM type; (B) SLM type; (C) ESM type (D) SSM type. Dotted areas and bold arrows
indicate the 99% significance level.

NEC. It was found that the sensitivity tests of numerical models
could be used to verify the effects of the SSTs during the
earlier periods on the atmospheric circulation processes of
the early summer months. Buhe and Xie (2013) summarized
the deep dynamic causes for the formation and maintenance
of the various types of NCCV and found that the Western
Pacific (WP) teleconnection patterns were the downstream
background circulation patterns of the NCCV activities, and
the negative phases were conducive to the generation and
maintenance of the NCCV.

In the present study, in order to further clarify the differences
in the influencing effects of different types of SST areas on

four types of the NCCV, the characteristic indexes of the
early SST anomalies corresponding to the four types of the
NCCV were first calculated. These included the Pacific CP
type ENSO SST index (the mean SST values of the region
[165◦E−160◦W; 15◦S−10◦N]); the Pacific EP type ENSO
SST index (the mean SST values of the region [80−150◦W;
20◦S−10◦N]); Western Pacific SST positive anomaly index
(the mean SST values of the region [150◦W−160◦E;
20◦S−10◦N]); Atlantic tri-pole index (the differences in
the mean SST values between the region [25◦−60◦W;
30◦−40◦N] and the region [15◦−60◦W; 0◦−20◦N] and
[35◦−70◦W; 40◦−50◦N]); and the Indian Ocean positive dipole
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index (the differences in the mean SST values between the region
[40◦−80◦E; 0◦−30◦S] and the region [80◦−120◦E; 0◦−30◦S]).
The results of the regression analysis of the aforementioned
indices with the circulation fields of June which corresponded
to the four types of the NCCV revealed that the circulation
fields of the SST regression in the following four key areas
corresponded well to the NCCV circulation situations, which
had certain physical significance. Therefore, this study selected
the SST of the following four key areas. The tri-pole type
SST of the Atlantic Ocean was taken as the characteristic SST
region corresponding to the EM type NCCV. In other words,
the differences in the mean SST values between the region
[25◦−60◦W; 30◦−40◦N] and the region [15◦−60◦W; 0◦−20◦N]
and [35◦−70◦W; 40◦−50◦N] (red box area in Figure 8A) from
March to May were defined as the SST index N1. Similarly, the
mean SST values of the eastern Equatorial Pacific Ocean region
[80◦−150◦W; 20◦S−10◦N] (red box area in Figure 8B) from
March to May were selected and defined as the characteristic SST
index N2 of the SLM type NCCV. Subsequently, the differences in
the mean SST values between the Equatorial Northwestern Pacific
Ocean region [120◦E−170◦W; 10◦−40◦N] and the Equatorial
Western Pacific Ocean region [150◦E−160◦W; 20◦S−10◦N] (red
box region in Figure 8C; red box area in Figure 8B) from
March to May were defined as the characteristic SST index N3
of the ESM type NCCV. Finally, the mean SST values of the
Equatorial Pacific Ocean region [165◦E−160◦W; 15◦S−10◦N]
(red box area in Figure 8D) from March to May were defined
as the characteristic SST index N4 of the SLM type NCCV.

The atmospheric circulation configurations of the four types
of NCCV are quite different (Fang et al., 2021). The four types
NCCV corresponded to the following circulation configurations:
The interaction type between the Okhotsk Sea blockage and the
eastern low vortex of the Mongolian Plateau (EM); the interaction
type between the Yenisei River blockage and the low vortex
of the upper reaches of the Lena River (SLM); the interaction
type between the Obi River blockage and Okhotsk Sea-Japan
Sea blockage and the low vortex of Baikal Lake (ESM); and
the interaction type between the Central Siberia-East Siberia
blockage and southern low vortex in East Siberia (SSM). Then,
the circulation fields of the four types of NCCV in the month
of June from 1979 to 2018 were regressed to the four types of
SST indexes, as detailed in Figure 9. It can be seen in the figure
that the EM type NCCV corresponded to the abnormally high
SSTs in the North Pacific Ocean during the early summer months,
resulting in an anticyclonic circulation pattern near Lake Baikal
in the early summer and a cyclonic circulation pattern in NEC
and its southwestern portion. The generated wind fields were
conducive to the NCCV moving from its source to the southwest.
These findings were in good agreement with the moving path
of the EM type NCCV. During the early stages of the SLM type
NCCV, the SSTs in the Equatorial Eastern Pacific Ocean region
were abnormally high, which caused the easterly airflow of the
source location (upstream of the Lena River) in the northern
section of the cyclonic circulation. Therefore, the conditions
were not conducive to the movement of the NCCV to the
southeast. Furthermore, during the early stages of the ESM type
NCCV, it was observed that the SSTs in the Equatorial Western

Pacific Ocean region were abnormally low, which caused the
NCCV source location (near Lake Baikal) to be controlled by the
cyclonic circulation. As a result, the southwestern airflow into
the southeast of the circulation assisted the NCCV to move to
the northeast, which was consistent with the moving path of the
ESM type NCCV. In addition, during the early stages of the SSM
type NCCV, the abnormally high SSTs in the Equatorial Western
Pacific Ocean region caused the Mongolia area to be controlled by
the anticyclone circulation processes. Therefore, since the source
location of the NCCV (south of East Siberia) had been affected
by the northwest airflow, the conditions were conducive to the
NCCV moving to the southeast. These findings were consistent
with the moving paths of the SSM type NCCV.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we try to classify the NCCV into different types
according to their active path by using the KMC method (Fang
et al., 2020). The climatic characteristics of these types of NCCV
and their impacts on the precipitation over NEC were analyzed.
It is also revealed the distribution of the sea-surface temperature
(SST) anomalies had close relationship with the formation of
these four types of the NCCV. Main conclusion are listed as
follows:

(1) The KMC method can effectively divide the NCCV events
into four different types according to the identified active
paths and durations: (i) Eastward movement type (EM);
(ii) Southeastward long-distance movement type (SLM);
(iii) Eastward short-distance movement type (ESM); and
(iv) Southward short-distance movement type (SSM). The
characteristics of the four types of the NCCV, along with
their impacts on the precipitation during early summer
in NEC, were studied. The maintaining days of these four
types of the NCCV were found to have obvious interannual
and interdecadal variation features. For example, the
maintaining days of the EM and ESM types were mainly
characterized by interannual variability, while the SLM and
SSM types have the obvious 10–13a interdecadal variation
along with interannual variability.

(2) Climatic features of four types of the NCCV events
exist significant differences and their impacts on the
precipitation anomalies in NEC also present obvious
differences. The activity range of the EM type covered
the entire NEC. This type was found to have the
highest occurrence frequency and longest maintenance
days with the high value area mainly distributed in
the central-south area of NEC. The activity range of
the SLM type was concentrated in the eastern Inner
Mongolia and northeastern Mongolia. This type had the
lowest occurrence frequency. The ESM type was found
to only have a small activity range concentrated in the
northwestern region of NEC with the high value area of
maintenance days located near Arxan??? The activity range
of the SSM type was found to be limited to the northeastern
region of Heilongjiang Province. This type had the least
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number of maintenance days with large value distributed
in the northern Heilongjiang.

(3) Four types of NCCV events had different impacts on
the precipitation patterns in NEC. For example, when
the EM type occurred, the rainy center mainly located
in the eastern part of NEC. The SLM type bring more
precipitation in the central part of the NEC. When the
ESM type NCCV occurred, it was observed that there
was a weak correlation between the NCCV index and the
precipitation in NEC. In addition, when the SSM type
NCCV occurred, there was generally more precipitation
in the northern area of the region. Therefore, this study
revealed that the EM and SLM (especially the former type)
should be mainly considered when analyzing the impacts
of the NCCV events on precipitation patterns in NEC.

(4) Four types of NCCV events were found to have different
impacts on precipitation days at various magnitude levels
in NEC. The interannual growth trends of precipitation
days were not found to be obvious during the maintenance
duration of the EM and SLM types. During the
maintenance period of the ESM type, the precipitation
days displayed a certain growth trend at various magnitude
levels, while the SSM type displayed a certain weakening
trend. The main differences of precipitation feature among
these four types of NCCV events mainly existed in the light
rain and moderate rain levels.

(5) The distributions of the SST anomalies which had
significant correlation with the four NCCV types were also
observed to be quite different from each other. It was
found close relationships existed between the circulation
fields and the moving paths of the four NCCV types under
different SST backgrounds. For example, the Atlantic
Ocean tripole distribution of the SSTs corresponded well
with the EM type NCCV. The rises of the SSTs in the
Equatorial Eastern Pacific Ocean correspond well with
the SLM type. Besides, the abnormally low SSTs in the
Equatorial Western Pacific Ocean and high SSTs in the
Northwestern Pacific Ocean had significant correlation
with the ESM type NCCV. Similarly, the abnormally low
SSTs in the Equatorial Western Pacific Ocean present the
close relationship with the SSM type of NCCV events.

Based on previous similar studies, the Atlantic SST anomalies
can induce atmospheric diabatic heating, which stimulates
quasi-barotropic mid- to high-latitude Rossby wave trains
to the downstream along a parallel circle through the sea-
air interactions, which caused the formation of circulation
configuration as high resistance on the northwest and southeast
sides of Lake Baikal high with NCCV coordination circulation.
It is beneficial to the occurrence and development of the NCCV.
For The cold vortexes affected by the Pacific SST, by blocking the
upstream circulation, atmospheric circulation anomalies such as
the EU teleconnection are formed, which causes the anomaly of
NCCV in early summer.

This paper only analyze the influence of SST, but in fact, both
sea ice and land may affect atmospheric circulation and thus
affect the NCCV.
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